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Kapitel 1: Deja Vu

The alarm annoyed me so i just sat up amd stopped it. I wasn't fully awake yet but
after a few seconds i stood up and walked to the bathroom after taking some clothes
from my closet. I turned on the water the stripped from my clothes and pushes myself
under the cold jet of water that immediately woke up. Today i would say goodbye to
the human world, well I'm not sad at all.....i don't have any friends here and basically
even at school no one even knows i exist. After washing myself and my hair i get out a
dry myself up with the towel then get my clothes on,i then dry my hair and brush my
teeth then adjust a little my make up; all i do is mut soms maskara on and some lip
gloss, I'm not really thd girly type of girl but i am going to a party afterall.

In the end i walk out the door and shut it then i leave my keys near the door, i already
told someone to take the keys. As I'm headed towards the little forest near my house i
keep having the feeling I'm being watched....but every time i turn around i only see
the little girl from my neighbourhood. She has white hair like a snowflake and
beautiful blue eyes, she's younger then me and i often see her wondering in front of
my house but she always ran of as i wanted to talk to her. I try to ignore her and enter
the forest as i get to a spot i look around to make sure no one was watching and i
realised she was no longer behind me. As i moved my hand a portal opened and i
walked through it ending up in a forest near a sparkling blue waterfall as i gwt some
water splashed on me from it.

"So i am finally home" i say sarcastically then blink as i hear some horses and quickly
get behind the waterfall as i see two boys and a girl stop by the lake and they get of
their horses.

"Gabe come on you said you'd hang out with us before the party" said the girl; she had
blonde dark hair and some big brown eyes. I could tell she was around 16 from what
she looked like.

"Alright alright Soph i will. But don't froget to get ready alright?" He chuckled and pat
her head; he seemed around my age and strangely....he seemed familiar. He had black-
browny hair and some emerald green eyes.

"Guys!" The other boy shouted and they both looked at him; he was aroind the age of
the girl maybe one year older. He had brown hair and soms greenyblue eyes.
"Someone else is here....i can feel his/her energy"
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I gasped not sure what to do as suddenly i can feel all of them look at me as they
could see through the waterfall, luckily they didn't get to come close as some loud
noise as a signal comes from behind them and they all get back on the horses.

"That was close" i sight relieved then got back on my realising how familiar the path
looked to me as i kept getting a deja vu feeling.

"I should better already be dressed and with my mask"

I go somewhere between the trees and softly move my hand as ice covers my body in
the form of a dress then it shatters as a dress with three different colours appears on
me. As i finish with my dress i put on the mask i had in my hand and put my hand back
to let my hair down as it reached my shoulders.

A.V:

After getting herself prepared the young girl walks towards the palace that is now
visble to her and stops by the gates.

"What is your name and why are you here?" Demanded one of the guards looking at
her examining her.

"I came here for the party,here is my invitation" she said and handed over her
invitation.

The guard tells her where she has to go then bows opening the gates. The girl walks
through them and enters the palace as some weird feeling hits her when she walks on
the alley then leads through the garden towards the doors. It must be just my
imagination right?. She thought to herself and softly followed the butler that has
offered to show her the way.

To be continue...
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